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Abstract: Critical systems are systems that are not permitted to
fail during its operation schedule, this trailed that all its
constituent embedded systems (nodes) must be optimized to an
appreciable degree of reliable functionality. The requirement
constraints of embedded systems application design make
software-defect masquerading faults inevitable as the nodes
collaboratively relate to ensure a dependable service delivery
of the critical systems. This is because embedded systems
networks are closed network and therefore masquerading
faults only emanates from defects in the software of the nodes.
To remedy this attack that threats seriously the critical systems
reliability and dependability, an algorithm was proposed. The
proposed solution involves three main stages: the preauthentication stage, authentication stage and the auto-repair
stage. This work included the last stage so as to ensure the
system auto-reparability from fault state. The network
simulation of the proposed solution was conducted. The
Simulation results showed that the proposed solution
effectively detect and prevent masquerading faults.
Keywords: algorithm, Critical system, embedded system,
masquerade fault, fault-tolerant
1.

Introduction
A critical system is a system that comprises of
interacting and integrated set of embedded systems (nodes)
whose failure or malfunction could result to death of people or
severe damage to equipment and properties. The constituent
nodes of the critical systems work collaboratively to ensure the
efficient delivery of the critical system overall services. This is
because “an embedded system is a combination of computer
hardware and software and perhaps may include additional
mechanical parts designed to perform a specific function within
a larger system” [iii]. In critical systems, dependable output
delivery among its nodes is crucial to overall system
dependability. Most nodes often have strict dependability
requirements that are subjective to factors such as cost, size
constraints or the system architecture [iv]. These factors cause
nodes to use a single shared network for all local
communication among them. The architecture of the nodes
forms the critical core of the services provided [ii]. The use of
the shared network if not properly governed will make the
appearance of masquerading fault inevitable.
Traditionally, masquerading faults has been viewed as
a malicious attack, rather than a fault tolerance problem. This is
a misconception because embedded system’s network are
typically closed (i.e., their networks are not accessible to outside
intruders).They usually do not include security methods for
preventing malicious attacks because there is no interface for
any snooping to take place. Masquerading fault can only be
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initiated by nodes within the systems that malfunctions to take
on the identity of another legitimates node to disrupt the
sequence of operation of the nodes as pre-organized. These
malfunctions are caused by logical errors that are not easily
visible to the programmer at the time of the systems coding or
configuration. Other causes could be from exposure of the
critical system to harsh environment, long time use or even need
for upgrade of the systems software for interoperability with
new critical systems. The masquerading faults that occur as a
result of logical defects in the software of the nodes are called
software-defect masquerading faults. Some other softwaredefect faults includes replay faults, black hole faults, gray hole
attack and so on [vii]
Software-defect masquerade faults are threat to
dependable system output delivery. It’s a fault mode where a
software-defect causes one node to send an output as having
come from another node. [i] described the development of a
fault-free reliable software has a daunting task in spite of
meticulous planning and well documented processes, occurrence
of certain defects are inevitable. Unfortunately, many embedded
system designs do not address this particular failure mode. This
fault mode cannot be overlooked because they result to either
grinding the critical system operation to a halt or slightly-offspecification problem in service delivery. Hence this paper
presents a proactive algorithm to detect, prevent and repair
nodes from masquerading in the critical system.
2.

Related Works
[v] proposed cryptographic security mechanism to
prevent masquerading among the control units in vehicles.
Various embedded control units within the vehicle are
connected together by Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol
which has no authentication field. For this reason they are prone
to different attacks and their work utilizes a software based
approach: Message Authentication Code (MAC) algorithm to
prevent masquerading attack.
[vi] proposed an algorithm for detecting a particular
phishing attack called tabnabbing using distributed software
agents. Tabnabbing is an attack which prompts the user to enter
login particulars to well-known websites by imitating those
websites when the webpage is idle for some time. The
distributed agent’s method is based on the integration of
autonomous distributed agents with strong level of intelligence.
[viii] suggested an aware detection (CAD) approach
that adopts two strategies, hop-by-hop loss observation and
traffic overhearing. Each intermediate node observes the
behavior of its previous–hop and next-hop neighbors to detect
misbehaving nodes.
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Software fault tolerance utilizes static and dynamic
methods that include checkpoint and rollback recovery to
provide a correcting mechanism to tolerate errors that emanated
from software or program errors. Fault tolerance techniques
such as Process-Level Redundancy (PLR) are used for such
transient faults because hardware based fault tolerance
technique is expensive to deploy [ix].
[x] Proposes client transparent fault tolerance model
for web services which applies N-version and active replication
techniques to recognize server masquerading faults and redirect
requests to reserved backup server in order to reduce the service
failures
[xii] observed that Controller Area Network CAN is
been used in some safety-critical applications and was able to
point out that CAN inherent event-triggered transmission mode
does not favor dependability. In other words it is easier to detect
errors and build fault-tolerant mechanisms for time-triggered
communication protocols. His work also advocated that CAN
nodes may fail uncontrollably e.g., babbling idiot failure mode
and that using bus guardians grants fail-silence in the time
domain, favoring the design of fault-tolerant mechanisms.
3.

Methodology
This work approach to solve software-defect
masquerading faults in critical systems gives a step by step
process for modeling a masquerade fault-tolerant critical
system. The processes were grouped into three modules. The
modules include the pre-authentication stage, authentication
stage and the auto-repair stage. All the modules were deployed
on a time-triggered network with time triggered protocol and
architecture (TTP/A) of star topology to manage the basic
communication of the nodes on the shared channel within the
critical system. TTP/A (Figure 1) functionality includes clock
synchronization and a redundant star coupler that mirrors the
primary star coupler. This protocol gives the nodes the ability of
self-initiation and ensures that the star coupler do not become a
central point of failure on the network.

Figure 1: Topology of TTA-Star in Critical System
(Source: [xi])
The proposed fault-tolerant algorithm identifies
masquerading nodes and stops their effect from propagating into
the embedded critical-system shared network. It does this by
replacing the faulty nodes with their replicas that have the initial
correct credential to transmit at the correct time slot. The
algorithm utilizes authentication service and LWA service to
detect masqueraders. And to ensure the node’s reliable service
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delivery to the shared network, a triple modular redundancy was
also deployed at each node within the critical system to perform
node repair. Therefore, each node is abstracted as a module of
three healthy identical nodes.
a.
Pre-authentication stage
During configuration each nodes is designed at start up
to obtain a secret key (SK) and an identity (Id). The secret key is
only known to the node and the bus guardian in the star
couplers. The secret keys are not broadcasted periodically in the
Message Description List (MEDL) as the Id and Number of
Slot (noS) to other nodes on the network. The noS is the overall
number of available time frame shared by the nodes during a
standard operation schedule of the critical system. At the Preauthentication stage the algorithm uses two servers to execute its
process. The servers are:
(i)
Authentication Server (AS)
(ii)
Ticket Granting Server (TGS)
The AS keeps the database of the assigned secret key
(SK) and their corresponding Id. A symmetric cryptosystem for
using the secret key to encrypt the Id of the nodes requesting
authentication is also available on this server. The algorithm
uses mono-alphabetic cipher substitution as opined by Caeser
Cipher for encryption and decryption in the AS. The TGS is the
server that accepts the validated credentials from the nodes after
the node as decrypted the encrypted Id with its own copy of the
SK. It then adds a session key to the credential before giving it
back to the node. The credential that is given back to the node
contains theSK, Id and the SEK. The SEK is the addition of
Node Time Slot (TS) and noS. The SEK is used to gain access
to the shared channel at the timeslot indicated in it. This is made
possible by a variable called timeout counter inside the node
that counts down the SEK until it becomes zero then the node is
granted access to the shared channel. i.e., Timeout counter =
SEK-1 until it eventually becomes zero. This happens
concurrently on all the nodes before transmission. The first node
to count to zero transmit first and the next to get to zero do so
after the first has finished the use of the channel in its time
frame and so on in that manner till the last node in a normal
fault free scenario. The TGS also keeps a database of node Id
versus the SEKg. This database is used to retain a copy of the
assigned SEK to the node as a guide.
b.
Authentication Stage
When the timeout counter of a node equals zero and it
wants to transmit, it first presents its SEK to the TGS, then the
TGS uses the SEKg to compare the tendered SEK parameters. If
there is any discrepancy in the SEK to the stored SEKg then the
node attempting transmission is reported to be masquerading.
This report is made by the Light weight agents. The light weight
agents are mobile agent with restricted intelligence and have the
ability to migrate from one node to another to effect changes on
some system configurations. At the instance of a node
attempting to transmit, the lightweight agent at this stage
migrates from that node to-fro to the star coupler and compares
the SEKg with the SEK. If the SEK and the SEKg equals then it
permits the node to transmit. If not, the node is denied the use of
the shared channel.
c.
Auto-repair Stage
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After the masquerading node has being identified and prevented
from using the shared network at the wrong TS by the
authentication stage. The auto-repair stage replaces the faulty
node with its replica that is viable and healthy. This module
implements a Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) fault
tolerance mechanism to achieve its task. The Lightweight agents
from the authentication stage reports to the faulty node that one
of its integral nodes is faulty. The TMR module then uses the
disagreement detector to ascertain the faulty node and service is
transfer to one of the remaining two spare. Here, the nodes do
not fail or freeze and so the critical system does not experience
any down time. The faulty nodes are self-repaired.
3.1
The Node
A node is made up of three identical nodes in parallel.
This forms a node TMR module (Figure 2). Generally in this
write-up a subsequently a node is used to imply a node TMR
module. The individual node has the capability to perform selfreliantly the assigned task within a critical system. A single
node is abstracted as a finite state machine with six different
states and can transit from one state to another base on the fault
tolerant logical function. The states are COLD state, INITIAL
state, ACTIVE state, FAULT state, TIMEOUT state and the
FINAL state. At any instance of a node-shared network
communication only a node in the TMR module is active while
the others are on Standby. To help the disagreement detector to
select a replica to replace a masquerading node a Basic Faulttolerant System (BFS) switching concept is employed.
A TMR node module

N

N

FAULT
DETECT

N

Figure 2: TMR Structure of the Node Module
3.2
Fuzzy rule For the Proposed Fault-tolerant
Algorithm
Masquerading fault occurs when there is a logical
problem in the software of the node that causes some of the
node variables like the noS and TS which consequently result to
a node having the wrong session key SEK. Fuzzy rules were
therefore developed to form the decision logic of the constituent
stages of the Fault-tolerant algorithmic approach as described:
(a)
Fuzzy Rule for Pre-Authentication Stage.
Rule 1: If Node id is decrypted THEN issue SEK
Rule 2: If Node id is not decrypted THENDon’t issue
SEK
(b)
Fuzzy Rulefor Authentication Stage
Rule 1: If SEK =SEKgTHEN no masquerade
Rule 2: If SEK < or >SEKgTHEN masquerade
(c)
Fuzzy Rule for Auto-repair Stage
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Rule 1:If Decision logic = 1 THEN do nothing
Rule 2: If Decision logic = 0 THEN Repair the node
The process flow is as depicted by Figure 3.
Start

Pre- Authentication stage

Authentication Stage

Masquerade

Auto-repair Stage

Shared network
Figure 3: Flow Diagram of the Algorithmic Process
3.3

The Proposed Fault- tolerant Algorithm for Solving
Masquerading Faults in Critical Systems
A node has four variables which are:
(a) Secret key (SK)
(b) Node Id (Id)
(c) Session Key (SEK) = TS + noS where TS is time slot
and noS is slot number
(d) Timeout counter
The timeout counter allows a node to know when is its
turn to transmit because a node transmit when Timeout counter
=SEK – 1 until Timeout counter eventually equals zero. Also
the nodes operate in six different states which are as explained:
{COLD State}
It’s the state of all nodes before the critical machine is turned on
{INITIAL State}
When the critical system is turned on, the node transit to the
initial state. At this state the pre-authentication stage processes
are performed as follows;
Input id
*// from the node
Encrypt id
*// by the AS
If Node decrypt id
Then issue SEK and move to {ACTIVE state}
*//
by
Authentication stage
Else
Don’t issue SEK
*//
by
Authentication stage
{ACTIVE State}
Input SEK
*// from the Node
If (SEK =SEKg) then Decision logic = 1 move to {TIMEOUT
state}
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Else (SEK >or <SEKg) then Decision logic = 0 move to {
FAULT state}
{FAULT State}
(SEK> or <SEKg) then Decision logic=0
Begin {
Repair the Node
}
Return to {INITIAL state}
{TIMEOUT State}
if (SEK= SEKg) begin {
SEK -1 until SEK =0
}
Then transmit on the shared channel then move to the {FINAL
state}
{FINAL State}
At this state the Node has completed its operation successfully
within the allotted time slot and control to transmit is transferred
to the next node to transmit at its own time slot.
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Figure 4: Simulink Model of the Software-defect Masquerade
Fault-Tolerant Critical System.
Table 1: The Software-Defect Masquerading Fault-tolerant
Critical System (Four Nodes)
5. `

4.

Result and Discussions
This study employed simulation as a means of
supporting the use of the proposed algorithm to solve software
defect masquerading fault in critical system network. The
simulation tool used is Matlab version a2012b. It provides a
pictorial and graphical editor to build models for various
scenarios needed for the fault-tolerant critical system model. All
the three module’s operations are modeled in an object–oriented
approach which gives intuitively easy mapping to real
embeddedcritical system’s network. The Simulink model
experimented with four nodes in a time-triggered network as
shown in Figure 4. A system is said to be fully reliable, if all the
starting nodes survives till the end of the critical machine’s
operation.
Reliability (R) =
(1)
where:
NumS is the number of survived nodes; and
NumO is the original number of working nodes at the
start of the critical system.
This implies that for an ideal fault-tolerant critical system
theNumO must be equal to NumS. The simulation result gotten
for then successive runs of the model of the masquerade faulttolerant critical system gives the results on Table 1. The results
of the four-node fault-tolerant critical system showed that when
NumF is 2 and NumS is 2 the reliability is 0.9999. Likewise,
when NumF is 3 and NumS is 1 the reliability is 0.9999. The
reliability of fault-tolerant critical system werefound to be
0.9999; this gives 0.9999 all through the trial. This is so because
all the starting nodes survive till the end of the critical system’s
operation. With these results, this work has achieved the aim of
optimizing the reliability of the critical systems by solving the
problem of software-defect masquerading among the critical
system’s nodes.
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Conclusion
This work presents an algorithm, simulation and a
prototype implementation of a proactive fault-tolerant solution
to software-defect fault management among critical system
nodes. Correspondingly, the results from the simulated faulttolerant critical system model showed that the approach of this
research to solve masquerade fault an embedded system
network of the critical system is viable if properly deployed in
an embedded system network. It is capable of providing a
reliable, dependable and always-available critical system to
organizations, industries, banks and every other social sector
that hinges on computer automation in delivering their services.
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